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The 5 Best Virtual Reality Games
These video games are some of the most immersive in VR

The number of virtual reality games available grows every year, and while many of the early VR games
were rather crude and simple, developers are now discovering the best methods to utilize the
technology. If you’re interested in experiencing some of the best VR games on the market, check out
the following titles.

“Star Trek: Bridge Crew”

Bringing multiplayer functionality to VR
devices has proved difficult for many
developers, but there are still plenty of
high-quality multiplayer options out there.
“Star Trek: Bridge Crew” is among the
best and allows you and your friends to
take a seat on the bridge of one of the
Federation’s starships — the USS Aegis.
You and your pals will take on the roles
of captain, tactical officer, helm officer
and engineer and your mission is to
search for a new world for the Vulcans to
inhabit after their home planet has been
destroyed. “Star Trek: Bridge Crew” lets
fans of the classic sci-fi show finally live
out their most exciting dreams of
interstellar exploration from the comfort
of their living room couch.

“Robo Recall”

First-person shooters remain some of the gaming industry’s most popular entries and plenty of game
makers have taken advantage of the opportunities that virtual reality gaming creates for this genre. Epic
Games created one of the most popular VR shooters: “Robo Recall.” In the game, you are Agent 34,
an employee of a robot manufacturer, and your job is to remove defective robots from the production
line. Unfortunately, a virus has causes many of the robots to rebel against humans and you must also
figure out the cause of the virus while disabling the robots. Overall, the game is filled with excellent
graphics, a sly sense of humor and plenty of robots to destroy.

“The Climb”

If you’ve ever wanted to scale a cliff but have an intense fear of heights, you could always try playing
“The Climb” from Crytek. While there’s no guarantee you won’t get vertigo from playing the game,
you’ll be a bit safer “climbing” in your home. The goal is to scale a tall cliff near a shoreline and the
capabilities of virtual reality create a sense of scale and excitement for you during the experience. All
the while, the beautiful graphics truly immerse you in nature, including beetles scattering away and flies
that buzz around your head as you make your way to the top.

“Resident Evil 7: Biohazard”



One particular gaming genre that uses virtual reality technology to its advantage is the horror/survival
segment. Many of these games are already incorporating VR, with the most notable example being
Capcom’s “Resident Evil 7: Biohazard.” As you control Ethan Winters from a first-person perspective,
you must make tough decisions regarding your family, their well-being and how you can escape from
the infected beings trying to attack you. The virtual reality aspect of the game adds to the suspense,
with jump scares aplenty and sounds creepily traveling from ear to ear. 

“Lucky’s Tale”

Some of the most beloved games of all time are platformers like “Super Mario 64” and “Banjo-Kazooie.”
They allow gamers to control characters, via third-person, through magical worlds, often facing
challenges ranging in difficulty from super simplistic to endlessly frustrating. Oculus Rift has its own
platformer: “Lucky’s Tale.” In the game, you control an anthropomorphic fox named Lucky as he travels
through a fantasy world. You’ll jump, climb, spin and run through multiple levels and mini-games,
leading up to boss battles and the final 14th level.

These five exciting virtual reality titles are just a sampling of what VR can offer to the gaming world;
there’s no doubt VR games will get even better with time.
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New Prestige Commercial
Starring our own Blitz & Dallas
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Customer of the Month
Katie Pusecker

Prestige Subaru would like to welcome Katie Pusecker to our Subaru family! Katie is pictured here with
her husband, Marco, and has just leased this brand new 2018 Crosstrek in the hot new color of cool



gray khaki. Katie and Marco recently bought a home here in our beautiful city of Asheville and Katie
was looking for a car of her own. Internet Sales Manager, Delina Hensley, made contact, walked her
through her options, and now Katie is off and away in her new Subie! Congratulations, Katie! Enjoy all
the new roads your new Crosstrek will take you!
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Asheville Tourists
Prestige Jersey Night
Great home kickoff weekend and fun first Jersey Night with the Asheville Tourists Baseball Club, that
came with a great first pitch by our sales specialist and local legend, Philip Treadway! Looking forward
to a fun season ahead. 
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Photo Pic of the Day
Thanks to Jonathan Thomas
Thanks to Jonathan Thomas for submitting this photo of these two beauties. 
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Subaru Forester
An ideal family vehicle that still knows how to have fun

Designed with families in mind, the 2018 Subaru Forester is replete with the latest technology and
safety features on the market. Your family’s entertainment and well-being are at the top of the priority
list for Subaru, which is why the Forester comes with an advanced infotainment system and hands-free
technology to help keep your focus on the road. What’s more, the Subaru Forester features energetic
performance that will remind you why you love to drive.

The 2018 Subaru Forester is available in six trims: 2.5i, 2.5i Premium, 2.5i Limited, 2.5i Touring, 2.0XT
Premium and 2.0XT Touring.

Technology

The new Subaru Forester is jam-packed
with the latest infotainment features.
With the base trim, you’ll find a
four-speaker SUBARU STARLINK™
Multimedia system. STARLINK™
Multimedia offers features like Pandora®,
HD Radio® with iTunes® tagging
capabilities, and Apple CarPlay™ and
Android Auto™ compatibility, all of which
is accessible through a 6.2-inch
high-resolution LCD touchscreen display.
At the 2.5i Premium, 2.5i Limited and
2.0XT Premium trim levels, the Forester
gets upgraded to STARLINK™ 7-inch
Multimedia Plus, which adds
voice-activated controls and Siri®
Eyes-Free while upgrading to six
speakers. The top-of-the-line 2.5i Touring and 2.0XT Touring take it even further with STARLINK™
7-inch Multimedia Navigation and an eight-speaker, 440-watt Harman Kardon premium audio system.

Safety

Built to provide confidence in any and all driving situations, the 2018 Subaru Forester offers peace of
mind with its active and passive safety features. Every Forester is equipped with Vehicle Dynamics
Control (VDC), Brake Assist, Daytime Running Lights (DRL) and a Rear-Vision Camera. Higher trim
levels offer technologies including Blind-Spot Detection, Rear Cross-Traffic Alert, High Beam Assist and
Reverse Automatic Braking (RAB). The pinnacle of Subaru safety is its EyeSight® Driver Assist
Technology, which bundles cutting-edge driver-assist features such as Adaptive Cruise Control,
Pre-collision Braking System, Lane Departure and Sway Warning and Lane Keep Assist.

Performance

Standard for the 2018 Subaru Forester is the legendary 2.5-liter DOHC aluminum-alloy four-cylinder
SUBARU BOXER® engine, which produces 170 horsepower and 174 lb-ft of torque. The engine is
paired to a six-speed manual transmission on the base trim, with the option to upgrade to a



Lineartronic® Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) with Adaptive Control on higher trims. The
2.0XT Premium and 2.0XT Touring come with a 2.0-liter Direct Injection Turbocharged (DIT)
aluminum-alloy four-cylinder SUBARU BOXER® engine and the Lineartronic® CVT. These combine to
produce 250 horsepower and 258 lb-ft of torque. All Forester models are standard with Subaru
Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive, which delivers exceptional control and traction even on slippery surfaces.

Perfect for young professionals navigating the urban jungle or families taking the kids out for a road trip,
the 2018 Subaru Forester offers an exceptional balance between all facets of the driving experience
that you value most. Come visit us to see all that the Forester has to offer you.

*EPA-estimated fuel economy. Actual mileage may vary.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Subaru Impreza
This compact car embodies Subaru’s signature characteristics

The 2018 Subaru Impreza combines compact-car efficiency with the ruggedness and comfort of a
much larger vehicle.  This sensible yet sophisticated car also incorporates an array of driver-centric
safety and infotainment technologies. Four trims are available for the 2018 Impreza: the 2.0i, the 2.0i
Premium, the 2.0i Sport and the 2.0i Limited. Each trim is available on the traditional sedan body or on
a versatile five-door model.

Built to last 

The 2018 Subaru Impreza provides all
the toughness and quality the brand is
known for. Built on the Subaru Global
Platform, the Impreza’s body is made of
high-strength steel, providing a rigid,
vibration-resistant structure that will last
for years. No other vehicle in its class
lasts as long or holds its value longer. In
fact, 96 percent of Imprezas sold over
the last 10 years are still on the road.

Engineered for efficiency

Offering fuel economy rates of 38 mpg on
the highway, 28 mpg in the city and 32
mpg combined*, the 2018 Impreza
delivers on efficiency. Its economical
performance is driven by a standard
direct-injection Subaru BOXER ® engine
that provides 152 horsepower and 145
lb-ft of torque. A Lineartronic® CVT is optional on two trims and standard on two others. Standard
Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive maintains grip and stability, allowing the Impreza to maneuver with ease
and efficiency. On the 2.0i Sport trim, Active Torque Vectoring individually brakes the inside front wheel
to improve handling on sharp turns.

Designed for versatility

The 2018 Impreza’s roomy interior is versatile enough for a variety of missions, from grocery store runs
to outdoor expeditions. Passengers ride in comfort, surrounded by high-quality, soft-touch interior
materials. With 100.9 cubic feet of passenger volume, the Impreza seats five people, and its standard
60/40-split rear seats can also fold down to provide additional space. On five-door models, a wide rear
gate offers easy access for loading and unloading cargo.

Equipped to entertain

The 2018 Impreza is filled with features that keep drivers connected and entertained. The standard
SUBARU STARLINK™ multimedia system integrates Apple CarPlay™ and Android™ Auto while
providing wireless pairing and hands-free smartphone capabilities. An all-new 8-inch STARLINK
touchscreen system is standard on 2.0i Sport and 2.0i Limited trims, and it includes available



touchscreen system is standard on 2.0i Sport and 2.0i Limited trims, and it includes available
SiriusXM® All Access Radio™. Also standard on these two trims is Keyless Access with Push-Button
Start and PIN-Code Access.

Prepared to protect

The 2018 Impreza offers a variety of active and passive features that improve safety in potentially
dangerous situations on the road. A rear-vision camera is standard, as are Brake Assist and Brake
Override. EyeSight ® Driver Assist is available on three trims and provides features such as adaptive
cruise control, pre-collision braking, lane departure warning and lane keep assist. Blind-spot detection
and rear cross-traffic alert are also available to help drivers remain aware of their surroundings.

With the 2018 Impreza, Subaru has once again achieved a balance of solid durability, assured
performance and advanced features. Impreza drivers are sure to get their money’s worth — and have
fun doing so.

*EPA-estimated fuel economy. Actual mileage may vary.
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Now on DriveLiveTV: The 2018 Subaru WRX STI
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4 Tastiest Food Trucks in North and South Carolina
Fantastically fast and fresh meals in the Carolinas

Hearty helpings of delectable provisions aren’t just reserved for brick-and-mortar restaurant
experiences. There’s a reason why food trucks are trending across the nation, when it comes to tasty
dining options. Pile your plate high when you stop by any of these four quality food trucks in the
Carolinas.

Spanglish (North Carolina)

Although this establishment is only two
years old, the residents of Raleigh rave
about Spanglish . As the website states,
the restaurant’s name represents not just
its fusion of Spanish and American
languages, but also the food truck chefs’
culinary style. This joint’s founders were
born and raised in Puerto Rico, where
they first cultivated a love for their
region’s cuisine. Thus, while their menu
boasts cultural fare such as pernil
(roasted pork), mofongo (mashed
plantains) and Cuban sandwiches, you
can also order American crossover
dishes like the Pinky and the Bean
Empanada and the Buffalo Chicken
Empanada.

The Immortal Lobster (South Carolina)

Famous for supplying Charleston foodies with “the lowcountry’s go-to lobster roll,” this seafood-focused
food truck lives up to the hype. Stop by The Immortal Lobster the next time you crave fresh lobster.
Pick from a variety of lobster infused dishes, such as grilled cheese with melted Havarti or tacos topped
with Greek yogurt, pico de gallo and avocado. The macaroni and cheese meal boasts a blend of
Asiago, cheddar and Havarti. If you prefer a lighter meal, try the lobster bisque. Conclude your meal
with a Maine-inspired whoopee pie with creamy filling.

The Wandering Moose (North Carolina)

Serving the Raleigh/Durham area for more than a decade, The Wandering Moose continues to perfect
its slow-cooked meats, fresh sides and from-scratch sauces. Try the smoked bacon macaroni and
cheese that incorporates real bacon chunks, or sample the cilantro jalapeno coleslaw. The Moose
Cubano consists of slow-roasted pork as well as Swiss cheese, pickles, gulden’s mustard, homemade
bacon and ciabatta bread. The Southwest Veggie Burger is comprised of black beans and topped with
lettuce, herb aioli and red pepper cream sauce; wrap it in Naan or gluten-free bread.

Short Grain (South Carolina)

Founded by a former NYC chef and a young adult novelist duo, Short Grain supplies fresh Japanese
eats sourced from locally- and sustainably-grown ingredients. According to the website, the menu items



eats sourced from locally- and sustainably-grown ingredients. According to the website, the menu items
vary depending on the day; however, there are a few staples that compose the standard offerings. The
Local Seasonal Veggie Bowl caters to vegetarian customers. Meat lovers should try either the
Karaage-Don (fried chicken, lemon mayo, shaved cabbage, egg and sushi rice) or The O.G. (sashimi,
ponzu, spicy mayo, masago, puffed rice, furikake and pickled cucumbers with ginger).

Whatever you’re hungry for, you’re bound to rekindle a love of freshly-made meals when you visit these
food trucks.
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Foods to Avoid Before Bedtime
Avoid these foods for a good night’s sleep

A sleepless night leads directly to a sluggish morning and a lackluster day often marked by crabbiness,
crankiness and irritability. What you might not know is that one of the leading contributors to a poor
night’s sleep is what you eat or drink before bed. To ensure a positive and productive day by way of a
full night of fulfilling rest, make sure that your pre-bedtime meals exclude these foods.

Caffeine

The stuff that powers you through your
day can just as easily sabotage your
night. If you’re a coffee drinker, Kerri-Ann
Jennings, M.S., registered dietitian,
writes for Food Network that you should
leave at least six hours between your last
cup and whenever you plan to turn in.
This enables you to have more restful
sleep by giving the energizing effects of
caffeine the proper amount of time to
wear off.

Although dark chocolate is full of
health-benefitting antioxidants, it’s also
quite rich with caffeine. According to
Amanda Gardner, writing for Health
Magazine, dark chocolate’s combination
of caffeine and calorie density make it
prohibitive before hitting the hay.

She explains, “A Hershey’s special-dark bar has 20 milligrams of caffeine, about the same as half an
ounce of espresso. Chocolate also contains theobromine, another stimulant that can increase heart
rate and sleeplessness.”

If your night is just not complete without chocolate, Olivia Tarantino and Perri O. Blumberg of Eat This,
Not That! suggest either eating a reduced amount or eating it earlier in the evening. The earlier in the
day you eat chocolate, the better you’ll be able to utilize the energy it provides.

Junk food

A juicy bacon cheeseburger will satisfy a craving at dinner time, but it and any other foods packed with
saturated fat and salt will effectively destroy your beauty sleep. Gardner writes that “fat stimulates the
production of acid in the stomach, which can spill into your esophagus, causing heartburn.” This means
that eating any foods with a high fat content too close to the time you would bed down is liable to keep
you awake and in a state of discomfort.

Another junk food craving satisfier you should avoid before turning out the lights: pizza. According to
Jennings, the tomato sauce on a pizza is acidic, which can lead to stomach issues that might keep you
awake throughout the night.



Alcohol

The sleepiness you feel after enjoying a glass of wine or sipping on a cocktail during dinner might lead
you to think that it’s an effective sleep aid. Quite the contrary: Drinking before bed is as likely as
anything else to sabotage your sleep and have you waking up with a headache irrespective of how
much you drink.

Jennings writes that “regularly consuming alcohol (especially before bedtime) can worsen your sleep
quality,” noting that it can also increase the frequency with which you would need to use the bathroom
in the middle of the night and during the following morning. Gardner cites the results of a study that
found women who had a mixed drink before bed saw increased wakefulness, reduced sleep time and
diminished quality of sleep.

Sugar and spice

Perhaps you were the kind of kid who, after your mom and dad went to sleep, snuck into the kitchen
and cracked into the Fruit Loops, Cocoa Krispies or Fruity Pebbles for a late-night breakfast. Back then
you couldn’t have known that these cereals were little more than a bunch of sugar mixed with milk. It
wasn’t good for your sleep then, and given that you’re now an adult with responsibilities, it’s arguably
even worse to do today.

Jennings writes that “sugary cereals digest rapidly in your system, so the spike in blood sugar could
throw off some of your sleep hormones, and low-fiber diets are linked to lighter sleeps.”

Just as a fatty cheeseburger could prompt a case of heartburn, so could your favorite spicy foods,
according to Jennings. Your taste buds may appreciate the kick from spicy food but your stomach and
your sleep-needing body will not. Gardner cites a study from Australia that found men who ate spicier
foods during dinner had more difficulty falling asleep than those who ate blander fare.

A good night’s rest makes it possible to have a productive, fulfilling and generally more positive day.
Don’t let the wrong foods make your day less than what it should be by negatively impacting your sleep.
Be aware of what you’re ingesting close to bedtime, and, if possible, avoid eating or drinking
immediately before bed.
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Subaru to Compete in the 2018 American Rally
Association Series
Automaker confirms participation in the 2018 ARA

Subaru fans will be relieved to know the brand will participate in the American Rally Association (ARA)
Series this year. It will collaborate with Vermont SportsCar to prepare multiple 2018 Subaru WRX STI
rally cars for the event. Defending
champions will participate in the series
with a two-car team. 

David Higgins and co-driver Craig Crew
will enter all seven rounds of the series.
Travis Pastrana, the defending 2017
ARA Driver’s Champion, and co-driver
Robbie Durant will also be competing
during certain rounds. Chris Atkinson,
former World Rally Championship star,
and Patrik Sandell, former Junior World
Rally Champion, will make an
appearance during select rounds.

Rob Weird, Subaru motorsports
manager, expressed how the series is an
advantageous platform for the brand to
show off its capabilities. “Rally continues
to offer both an exciting and challenging
way to showcase Subaru production car technologies,” he says. “We’re fortunate to have a stable of
proven rally drivers to complete a two-car team at all ARA rounds to defend our championship title.”

Chris Atkinson voiced his gratitude at this opportunity to support Subaru and to compete in the series,
saying: “It’s been a while since I’ve done a high-speed rally and I don’t underestimate the challenge, but
know we have a great team and car so it will be fun. A big thanks to Subaru of America and Vermont
Sportscar for this opportunity.”

While the series is only in its second year, the American Rally Association (ARA) launched the series
as a way to cultivate the sport’s growth. Subaru’s commitment to producing vehicles with durable,
athletic performance complements the goal of the ARA, so it’s not surprising the brand is making an
appearance to continue its support of this endeavor.

The seven-part 2018 ARA Series launches on April 20-22 with the Oregon Trail Rally. Five consecutive
rallies will follow, then conclude on Oct. 6-7 with the Tour de Forest Rally. Witness the Subaru
contenders and cheer them on by following these events in the coming months.  
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Subaru Celebrates Winter with Annual WinterFest
Three-day event at Mt. Bachelor in Bend, Oregon, celebrates winter
lifestyle

There’s no better vehicle than a Subaru to tackle the challenges and joys of the outdoors, and that’s
why the automaker puts on Subaru WinterFest every year. This year’s event, which ran from March
16-18, treated outdoor enthusiasts and Subaru owners to music, games, vendor demonstrations and
giveaways at picturesque Mt. Bachelor in
Bend, Oregon.

A POWDR resort, Mt. Bachelor boasts
4,318 lift-accessible acres, five terrain
parks and 11 lifts. This stunning location
offered an incredible backdrop for live
performances by Funk & Roses, a Guns
& Roses cover band, and Lukas Nelson &
Promise of the Real, as well as the
Friday evening kick-off Après Party with
SiriusXM’s DJ Valentino, which took
place in Bend’s Crow’s Feet Commons.

Subaru’s WinterFest Village was housed
in the Mt. Bachelor lodge, which
facilitated vendor demonstrations from
Shred Optics, Lib Tech and Nordica.
Daily giveaways from Solo Stove, Ozo
Coffee Company and Thule saw guests
taking away exciting prizes throughout the event, and Subaru owners were provided the special gift of
headphones from Harman Kardon. WinterFest Village also offered guests a chance to warm up by Solo
Stoves’ fire pits, relax in a hammock, play cornhole, defy gravity with giant Jenga and participate in a
game of Frisbee golf.

This year’s event marked the continued fundraising efforts of Subaru in support of the National Ski
Patrol and the Wasatch Backcountry Rescue avalanche dog training school.

“As fierce advocates for both the outdoors and welfare of animals, Subaru is proud to partner with the
National Ski Patrol in creating a scholarship fund for avalanche rescue dogs,” said Alan Bethke, senior
vice president of marketing, Subaru of America, Inc. “Able to search significantly larger areas than
human rescue teams, these skilled canines are tremendous assets to patrollers nationwide, and we are
excited to help expand this important program this upcoming year.”

For more information on Subaru WinterFest and all upcoming Subaru events in your state, visit
www.subaru.com/events.
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our newsletter:
 
Email Address:

First Name:

Last Name:

Phone Number:
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Adoptable Pet of the Month - Charlie

Charlie is our featured cat this month. He is currently spending time with one of Asheville Humane
Society's dedicated Business Ambassadors, Wild Birds Unlimited. Charlie is a gorgeous cat who would
probably be best as the only cat in the home (he likes to get all the attention). Charlie would like
nothing more than to find a big-hearted family to call his own. If you are interested in meeting Charlie,
please stop by Wild Birds Unlimited at their Gerber Village location! Stop by Asheville Humane Society
and spend some time with him today!
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Adoptable Pet of the Month - Bandit



Bandit is a boy Australian Cattle Dog mix who is very handsome and very loving. He was born in
approximately August of 2017. His coloring is a blue-black with white. He’s a lovable puppy but high
energy so will need some training to keep him from jumping up on people as well as jumping over
fences. He loves attention, going for rides in the car and loves to play, especially with other dogs.
Bandit is just one all around great pet for an active family!

Charlie's Angels Animal Rescue Adoption Center is located at 5526 Hendersonville Rd, Fletcher, NC
28732. For more information email us at Adopt@wncanimalrescue.org or visit our website!



28732. For more information email us at Adopt@wncanimalrescue.org or visit our website!
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Pet of the Month - Boo

Boo is our little Chihuahua mix rescue, which we’ve had for 12 years. We think he’s around 16 years
old. He’s totally deaf and can’t see very well but his nose still works. One of his favorite things to do is
go on walks and find new smells.

The more old he becomes, the more “spoiled rotten” he gets! He likes to be hand fed his morning
biscuits and right before bedtime, he gets a small bowl of shredded chicken! Boo’s BFF is a Great
Pyrenees named Samson. After they greet and touch noses, they like to see which one can raise their
leg the highest! (You can probably guess who wins that contest.) Boo doesn’t know he’s getting old.
He’s always happy and every day is a new adventure for him.

Boo may be Prestige Subaru’s “Dog of the Month”, but to us, Boo is our dog of the month all year long!
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Photo Pic of the Day
Emmanuel Simon Sequoyah
This beautiful photo submitted by Emmanuel Simon Sequoyah. 
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Photo Pic of the Day
Thanks to Joann D'Eramo
This gorgeous photo was submitted by Joann D'Eramo. 
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